Abstract. For Lagrangian subbundles with singularities in symplectic vector bundles, explicit formulas of relation between their residue classes and Maslov classes outside singularities are obtained. Then a Lagrangian subbundle with singularity is constructed where all possible Maslov classes are nonzero but residue classes vanish for dimension > 2 . Moreover, a Lagrangian immersion with singularity is constructed, where the similar property for the associated Maslov classes and residue classes is shown.
Introduction
Let (E, Q) be a symplectic 2n-vector bundle over a differentiable manifold M with a symplectic structure Q. E has a complex operator / compatible with Q. For two Lagrangian subbundles Lo, Li of E, Maslov classes ph(E, Lo, Li) £ H4h~3(M; R) are defined by I. Vaisman [V] . They are obstructions for Lo, Li to be transversal everywhere. Let X be a closed set of M and L a Lagrangian subbundle of E\M\>z ■ We take X as a set of singular points of the Lagrangian subbundle L. By making use of D. Lehmann's technique of [LI] and [L2] , for odd Chern polynomials c2n_x, one can define h-residue classes resn(L,17) £ H4h~2(M, M \ X; R) on the singularity X of the Lagrangian subbundle L, if X has a neighborhood which is a submanifold with boundary and is contained in an open set retracting to X by deformation.
If M is a differentiable oriented manifold of dimension m and X is compact, the Alexander-Lefschetz duality & yields homology classes Res/,(L ,177) =2! resn(L, X) £ Hm_4n+2(L; R) on the singular set X.
Theorem 3.1. Let E be a symplectic vector bundle over a differentiable manifold M and L a Lagrangian subbundle of F|a/-\i for a closed subset X of M. Suppose that U is an open set containing a submanifold with boundary which is a neighborhood of X, and retracts to X by deformation. Let Lo be a Lagrangian subbundle of E\u, Ph(F\u\z, Loli/\s> L|iy\z) Maslov classes on E\u\x and resn(L,I7) h-residue classes of L on X. Then one obtains that resh(L, I7)=eoS*ph(E\U\yZ, Lollys, L\u\f) where d* : H4h-\U \ X; R) -» H4h~2(U, U \ X; R) are connecting homomorphisms of cohomology exact sequence for the pair (U, U \ X), and e : H4h-2(U, U\ X; R) -» H4h~2iM, M \ X; R) are excision isomorphisms.
Let (V, ily) be a symplectic 2m-manifold and /: M -> V a map which is differentiable outside a closed set Xo C M. Moreover, we suppose that /|a/\î s isotropic, that is (fi\M\yZo)*^v = 0. We set X = {x e M \ X0| ker/»U # 0} u X0.
The pullback Ef = f*TV of the tangent bundle TV by / has a natural symplectic structure Qf induced from Qr/ by /. The tangent bundle Lf = T(M \ X) is a canonically embedded Lagrangian subbundle of the symplectic 2m-vector bundle F/|a/\z. If X has a neighborhood which is a submanifold with boundary and retracts to X by deformation, then h -residue classes resA(/, X) = resh(Lf, X) € H4h~2 (M, M\L; R) are defined (cf. Corollary 3.2).
We fix a complex operator J of E compatible to its symplectic structure. Let Uj(E) be the [/(n)-reduction of the principal G(n,C) bundle associated with the complex n -vector bundle yielded from E and J. Chern-Simons-Maslov classes ph(E, J, L) £ H4f>-3(Uj(E); R) are defined by [V] .
Theorem 4.1. Let E be a trivial symplectic 2n-vector bundle over a differentiable manifold M with a trivializing section
If L is a Lagrangian subbundle of E\M\>z for a closed set X c M and if X has a neighborhood which is a submanifold with boundary and retracts to X by deformation, then we have
We construct a Lagrangian subbundle L of a trivial symplectic vector bundle DxC over a manifold D with a nowhere dense singular set X. D is the R2-vector bundle associated with the S'-bundle U(n)/0(n) -
and L is defined outside the zero section I of D. Maslov classes of L with respect to the "horizontal" Lagrangian subbundle L0 of Dx C" are all nonzero. But as for residue classes of L on X, one proves, by Theorem 3.1, the following, Moreover one can construct a Lagrangian immersion F : D -* C""i* ,+1 with a singular set X£ from the Lagrangian immersion / : U(n)/0(n) -> C2ô f J.-M. Morvan and L. Niglio [M-L] . Note that the singular set X£ contains interior point.
Theorem 7.2. Let F : D -► C ;^+1 be the Lagrangian immersion with the singularity X£, stated in the above. Then we have h-residue classes ,rvJ/0, n = 1, resA(F,X£)| = o: h>l, and all Maslov classes for degree < "(n+X) of F\D\ze with respect to the standard horizontal Lagrangian subbundle are nontrivial.
Contents of the present paper are as follows. In Section 1, we review Maslov classes and Chern-Simons-Maslov classes for Lagrangian subbundles. In Section 2, we consider a connection with singularity on a principal bundle and review their c2h_x-residue classes through Cech-de Rham complex associated with the singularity. In Section 3, one defines n-residue classes (h ^ 1) of a Lagrangian subbundle on singularity and proves Theorem 3.1. The result is applied to singularities of Lagrangian immersions. In Section 4, we treat trivial symplectic 2n-vector bundle and Lagrangian subbundles with singularities. Then Theorem 4.1 is proved. In Section 5, we construct the example of Lagrangian subbundle with singularity and prove Theorem 5.2. In Section 6, for a Lagrangian immersion to a symplectic space from a manifold N with 5'-bundle structure, a general construction of a Lagrangian immersion of the associated R2-bundle DN to a symplectic space with singularity is made and then in the last section, Theorem 7.2 is proved.
Maslov classes
Let tie : E -> M be a symplectic 2«-vector bundle over a differentiable manifold M with a symplectic form Q. We choose a complex operator J : E -» E compatible with Q and regard E as a complex n-vector bundle (E, J). The principal GL(n; C)-bundle associated with E is reduced to a principal U(n)-bundle it :
Let L c E be a Lagrangian subbundle, i.e., a real n-dimensional subbundle with Q\l = 0. Then the structural group of E is reduced to O(n) and one gets a principal G(n)-subbundle of Uj(E), it : Uj(E, L) -► M. An 0(n)-connection 0 on Uj(E, L) is extended on Uj(E) naturally. The extended connection is called L-orthogonal unitary connection and is denoted by 0 too. For the odd Chern polynomial c2n-i and the curvature form 6 = dd + [6, 6], we havê -.(e(2/!-1') = o.
Let A(0) be the homomorphism of a C/(n)-invariant polynomial algebra to the algebra of differentiable forms on Uj(E) defined by substituting the curvature 6 of 0 . In particular, we have A(6)ck = c/fQ^).
Let L0 C E be another Lagrangian subbundle. Then the principal <7(n)-bundle Uj(E) has another G(n)-reduction Uj(E, L0). Let do bean Lo-orthogonal unitary connection and A1 a standard 1-simplex. For t £ A1, f) = (l -l)0o + 10 is a connection 1-form on the principal (/(n)-bundle Uj(E) x A1 -► M x A1 . Let 6 denote the curvature form of 0. (Ah -3)-forms on Uj(E) are defined by the formula This fact is shown by making use of A'-bundle Stokes formula (cf. [V] ). These cohomology classes are called Maslov classes of (E, Lo, L) and are denoted by Ph(E, Lo, L).
Let 0 be again an L-orthogonal unitary connection on Uj(E). For t £ A', 10 is a differential 1-form on Uj(E) x A1, which is not necessarily a connection on the principal U(n)-bundle Uj(E) x A' -► M x A1. We take a "formal curvature" of 10, e = d (10) A suspension form of the Chern form A(0)c2A_i is defined by
Jo By S.S. Chern and J. Simons [C-S] , one obtains
The de Rham cohomology classes [T(d)c2h_i
] £ H4h-3(Uj(E); R) do not depend on the choice of an O(n) -connection 0, by the A'-bundle Stokes formula (cf. [V] ). These cohomology classes are Chern-Simons-Maslov classes of (E, J, L) and denoted by ph(E, J, L).
Residue classes of connection with singularity
Let M be a differentiable manifold of dimension m, X a closed set of M and U an open neighborhood of X admitting a deformation retraction r : U -► X. Let W be a submanifold of dimension m with boundary in U such that JFdX, <9W/nX = 0 and, moreover, r\w is a deformation retraction too for the sake of simplicity. Set V = M \ X. We review here D. Lehmann's definition of residue classes in [L2] .
Remark. According to [LI] , the condition of deformation retraction for W is not necessary. induces the Alexander-Lefschetz duality 3 : Hm~kiM, M\X; R)S£Hk(Z; R), if M is oriented and X is compact. Let M, X and U are as above. Usually we assume that IntX = 0. Moreover, if X is a differentiable submanifold, then one can take a tubular neighborhood of X as U with a deformation refraction r : U -* X.
Let (F, M,n, G) be a principal G-bundle where G is a Lie group and 0 a connection on P\m\t with cfc e KerA(0). Let 0' be an arbitrary connection on P\u ■ Then
are 2/c-cocycles and their cohomology classes in H2k (M, M \ X; R) do not depend on the choice of 0'. It depends only on the ck-homotopy class of 0 (cf. [L2, pp. 94-95] ), that is, if there is a connection cp on the principal Gbundle P\m\z x A' -> (M \X) x A' with ck £ K.erA(cp) and 0,-= ^|p|VXIx{i}.
i' = 0, 1, then we have
This is proved by making use of an affine combination of 0o and 0i, and of the Stokes formula for trivial A'-bundles. The ck-residue classes of 0 on X are the cohomology classes res(0, ck) = [A(6')ck, A(0, d')ck] £ H2k (M, M\X; R) which are determined upto ck -homotopy of the connection 0.
Note that we have excision isomorphisms H4h~2(U, U\l;R) = H4h-2 (M,M\i:;R) and hence the ck-residue classes are determined actually by a local data 6\u\z • By the Alexander-Lefschetz duality, 3 : HlkiM, M\L\ R)ffHm-2k(I.; R), one gets homology ck-residue classes of 0 on X, Res(0, ck) = 3 res(0, cf) £ /fm_2/t(X; R), if M is oriented and X is compact.
Lagrangian subbundles with singularities
Let %e '■ E -► M be a symplectic 2n-vector bundle and J : E -> E a compatible complex operator. Let X be a closed set of M and L a Lagrangian subbundle of F|m\z • 2 is called a singular set of L. Let L7 be an open set containing a submanifold with boundary which is a neighborhood of X and retracts to X by deformation. Let 0 be an L-orthogonal unitary connection on Uj(E)\m\z and 0' an arbitrary connection on Uj(E)\v ■ Since c2n_x £ Ker A(0), replacing U by small one the c2n-X-residue classes of 0 on X are defined by
Any two L-orthogonal unitary connections on Uj(E)\m\z. are c2n-i-homotopic by taking their affine combination, and therefore the c2n-i-residue classes res(0, c2n-i) of 0 on X do not depend on the choice of the connection 0. They depend only on the Lagrangian subbundle L on M \ X and are denoted by resn(L, X). We call them h-residue classes ofi L on X.
Suppose that E\v has a Lagrangian subbundle Lo . Then one can take an Lo-orthogonal unitary connection on Uj(E)\u as 0' and obtain the following result. Therefore, it follows that
The excision map e is the identity for the representative cocycles (A(d')c2h_i, A(0, 6')c2n-i) and so one gets the required formulas. □ If M is an oriented manifold of dimension m and X is compact, by the Alexander-Lefschetz duality 3 : H4h~2(M, M \ X; R) -^ jf/m_4A+2(X; R), one gets homology h-residue classes of L on X, Res^ (L, X) = 3 res/, (L, X). Let M be an w-dimensional manifold, (V, Qy) a symplectic 2w-manifold and fi: M -* V a map which is differentiable outside a closed set Xo c M. Moreover, we suppose that /|ai\Io is isotropic, that is (f\M\if)*&v = 0. We set
X={xeM\X0|
ker/,|x#0}uX0.
The pullback Ef = f*TV of the tangent bundle TV by / has a natural symplectic structure Qf induced by / from Qy . The tangent bundle Lf = T(M \ X) is a canonically embedded Lagrangian subbundle of the symplectic 2w-vector bundle F/|at\i: ■ Corollary 3.2. Let fi: M -► IV, Qy) be a map ofi an m-manifild to a symplectic 2m-manifiold which is isotropic outside a closed set Xo. Suppose that the union X of X0 and the singular set of f has a neighborhood which is a manifold with boundary and retracts to X by deformation. Then h-residue classes res/,(/, X) = res"iLf, X) e H4h~2iM, M \ X; R) of fi are defined. Moreover if Ef admits a Lagrangian subbundle Lo then we have resnif, X) = 5*phiEf\M\Z, Lo\M\l, Lf)-Proof. We take the whole manifold M as a neighborhood U in Theorem 3.1, then the result follows immediately. □
Chern-Simons-Maslov classes
Suppose that the symplectic 2n-vector bundle nE : E -► M is trivial. Then the principal [/(n)-bundle L/(F) associated with E and a compatible complex operator / has a section s : M -> Ly(F) given by the trivialization.
Let X be a closed set of M and L a Lagrangian subbundle of E\M\z ■ We are now interested in the cohomology classes s*phiE\M\z, J, L) £ H4h~3iM \ X; R). Let Lo be a standard trivial Lagrangian subbundle of E obtained by real part of the trivial complex n-vector bundle (F, /). Now we get relations between n-residue class of L on X and Chern-Simons-Maslov classes of L for J. Theorem 4.1. Let E be a trivial symplectic 2n-vector bundle over M with a trivializing section s : M -* Uj(E) and Lo the Lagrangian subbundle obtained from the trivialization. If L is a Lagrangian subbundle of F|m\e for a closed set X c M and if X has a neighborhood which is a submanifold with boundary and retracts to X, then we have resn(L, X) = 8*ph(E\M\Z, Lo\M\z, L) = d-os*ph(E\M\z,J,L). Proof. Let 0 be an L-orthogonal unitary connection on Uj(E)\M\z. Since Uj(E) is a trivial t/(n)-bundle, we have a projection to the fiber, pf : Uj(E) -* U(n). Let co denote the Maurer-Cartan form on U(n) and set 0O = p*-co. Obviously 0o is an Lo-orthogonal unitary connection.
From the trivial bundle structure of Uj(E), determined by the section s, it follows that 6 = it* o s*d + p} o i*8 = n* ° s'd + p}co where n*s*6 is the 0(n)-basic part of 0 (cf. [Su, Lemma 3] ) and i is the inclusion map of U(n) onto a fixed fiber. 
AN EXAMPLE OF LAGRANGIAN SUBBUNDLE
We construct a Lagrangian subbundle with singularity in a symplectic vector bundle where only 1-residue class does not vanish but all Maslov classes outside the singularity are nontrivial. To do this, we use the Lagrangian Grassmannian manifold U(n)/0(n).
Lemma 5.1. The manifold U(n)/0(n) has an Sx-bundle structure with the structural group 50(2). Proof. Since we have a sequence of subgroups 0(n) c U( 1) • 0(n) c U(n), one gets a fiber bundle ir:
whose fiber is U(1) • 0(n)/0(n). But we have a natural diffeomorphism U(l)/U(l)f\0(n)* U(l)-0(n)/0(n) which maps a-(U(l)nO(n)) to a-0(n)
for each element a £ U(l). Since we get
it follows that U(n)/0(n) is an S'-bundle with the structural group U(l) =
50(2). □
Let D be the R2-bundle associated with the Sx-bundle U(n)/0(n) -► U(n)/U(l)-0(n) and consider the trivial C"-bundle E = DxC" ->D.
Let Lo = D x R" be the "horizontal" Lagrangian subbundle of E. 
Since the space U(n)/U(l) • 0(n) is simply connected, it follows that
Therefore 8* is an injection and hence one gets resi(L,X) = fJ*A»^i ^ 0.
We set N = U(n)/0(n) and B = U(n)/U(l) • 0(n). The F2-term of the cohomology spectral sequence (cf. [Se] and [M] = (-1)* y.k ,",-^TT / {Xri/1"/2*-1^,.1 A0!2,. A---A0;2V }dt.
Recall that DN \ X£ is diffeomorphic to N x (e, oo). Let pt : N x (e, oo) -» N and pr : N x (e, oo) -► (e, 00) be the left and right projection respectively. The Lagrangian subbundle T(DN\le) c Cf*(TR2l"+V)\DN\Zt is isomorphic to p*t TN © p* TR. Since p* FR is the trivial line bundle X, the subbundle is denoted by p\ TN © k.
Let Jn+X and g"+i be the standard complex structure and the standard Hermitian metric on R2("+'). The pullback Cf*Jn+i and Cf*gn+i is a compatible complex structure and a compatible Hermitian metric on C f* (TR2(~n+l'))\DN\^. Let tp be the trivial connection on X. Then 0$, i = p*t6n,x® <p is a (p*tTN © A)-orthogonal U(n + l)-connection on C/*(FR2 (" Pt{-fj2h-l{e{lH~X))) = P*l(A(dn,0, 6n,l)C2h-X).
Thus it follows that
Pn(Cfi*(TR2("+X))\DXze, Cfi*Ln+x,o\D\z, T(DN\ZC)) = [A(6"+i,o,6s,i)c2H
= p*tPn(fi*TR2n,fi*Ln,o,TN).
Note that p*e : H4h~3(N, R) -* H4h~i(DN \X£; R) is an isomorphism since pe is the left projection DN \ X£ = N x (e, oo) -+ N. D
7. An example of Lagrangian immersion with singularity
We apply the construction of Lagrangian cone of a Lagrangian immersion to that of the Lagrangian Grassmannian manifold U(n)/0(n) to the complex space C^^r given by J.-M. Morvan and L. Niglio [M-N] . Let V be the vector space of (n x n)-complex symmetric matrices, which is identified with c2^ . V has a natural Hermitian structure defined by (X, Y) = tr(XY) for X, Y £ V.
The map of U(n) to V defined by A >-* A'A induces a map /: U(n)/0(n) -* V from the quotient space by 0(«).
/ is a Lagrangian immersion and its Maslov classes for degree < "("+') with respect to the standard horizontal Lagrangian subbundle are all nonzero. Note that the complex space C :r is identified with the standard symplectic space (R"("+1), Q"(n+1)).
Let D denote the R2-bundle associated with the S'-bundle U(n)/0(n) -► U(n)/U(l)-O(n) as in Section 5, and X£ the closed e-disk bundle in D, which is a closed neighborhood of the zero section of D. By Lemma 6.1, one gets a map F = Cfi:D^ R"(n+')+2 as in the proof of Theorem 5.2, the result follows. D
